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Introduction

Animals are often deployed in literature, including poetry, for the purpose of education, particularly virtue education. One intriguing aspect
of this is how animals are used to convey meaningful insights relating to character-formation, typically through metaphors and
comparisons. In the Judaeo-Arabic and Arabic fragments that I am specifically analysing, there are usually snippets of mention regarding
animals, subsumed in larger pieces. Although, understandably most of the fragments in the Cairo Genizah are written in Hebrew script,
either Hebrew language or Judaeo-Arabic (that is Arabic transliterated in the Hebrew alphabet), a sliver of them are also written just in
Arabic. The fragment we are concerned with here belongs to the latter type. However, unlike the previously analysed Kalila wa-Dimna, the
present poem is relatively laconic and therefore will attract greater contextual analysis.

Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī and Muslim and Jewish Sufism

The particularly poignant fragment (below) contains the poem of the famous Fatimid litterateur Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī (d. 1057 CE), a
deist poet-philosopher who lived an ascetic lifestyle advocating anti-natalism, and who was blinded in early childhood after suffering from
smallpox.  Given the humanist and moral background of the poet, it is unsurprising that his poetry may have appealed to Jews, not that
Jews were averse to references even more Islamically substantive. However, even though al-Maʿarrī was not considered to be a Muslim,
and was critical of Judaism, Islam, Christianity and Zoroastrianism, he was an advocate of social justice. Due to the spiritual feel of the
poetry we may be tempted to ascribe its composer as a Sufi, although al-Maʿarrī was unlikely to be inclined towards Sufis, not even an
orthodox contingent of them. He said:

I find that the group of Sufis is a wicked group. Say unto them - how contemptible indeed is ḥulūl:  “Did God say to you while you
were worshipping Him: ‘I want you to eat like an animal and dance’?”

Among the controversial Sufis who mention dogs is Abū al-Ḥusayn al-Nūrī (d. 907 CE), about whom it is said that when dogs would bark,
he would say: “Here I am at Your service” (labbayka).  The irony is that al-Maʿarrī may have culturally imbibed Sufi tropes, even though
he was unimpressed by either Islam or Judaism, and yet, his teachings were favoured by Jews, since they probably resonated with Jewish
Sufi thought, a phenomenon which evidences the cross-pollination of Muslim Sufi ideas and practices in the Jewish milieu of
Cairo.  Indeed, Egyptian Jewish pietism has been explicitly acknowledged through unearthing precisely such Genizah fragments, which
detail the influence of the increasing crystallization of Sufi practices and the adoption of parallel initiation and formalisation rituals; Jewish
Egyptians thus “drew openly from the spiritual matrix of Sufism”.  This does not always mean that matters were cordial, or at least that
intercultural faux pas were frequently committed. A Jew complains in a letter to a prominent notable about how he was snubbed by the
son in-law of a gentile who complains: “When I came to his door, he shut the door to my face; I stood at the door like a dog” [Proverbs
26:11]. The gentile will almost certainly have trespassed the norms of affable conventions in committing this slight and caused injury to
his fellow’s feelings, as the latter mentions he stood there continuing to knock embarrassingly, while other gentile neighbours looked on.

Teaching Morals through Poetry

Some of the above insights about al-Maʿarrī give us a sense of why such poetry would be meaningful to him. The pauper’s tale below of
being ill-treated is regarded as being worse than that which the dog encounters. The dog it seems is at least able to elicit a neutral
reaction from people (if not a favourable one, it is not clear which it is) when it displays contrition by wagging its tail and lowering its
head. The pauper, on the other hand, is not fated the same, for the pauper removes his clothing, an act of vulnerability, and like the dog,
attempts to curry favour with people, in the way a dog succeeds to, but to no avail for the pauper. This is the case despite no untoward
conduct on his part, and nothing which he can reasonably fathom.

The poem in Arabic, T-S Ar.40.204, recto

 

یغدو الفقیرَ وكلّ شيٍ ضدُهُ والأرض تغْلقِ

The pauper leaves in the morning and everything opposes him while the Earth closes

دونھ ابوابھَا 

On him her doors 

وتراه ممقوتًا ولیس بمجرٍم ویرى العداوه لا یري 

And you see him loathed, and yet he is not a wrongdoer, and he sees enmity whose

أسبابھا 

Causes are unknown

حتى الكلاب اذا رات ذا بزه خضعت

Even the dogs when they see that they are defeated, they feel subdued

أذنابھا لدیھ ونكست ارقابھا

And they wag their tails to him and subdue their necks

نبحت علیھ واذا  رأت یوما فقیرا عاریًا

Yet should a pauper one day be seen naked, he is barked at 

وكشرت انیابھا

And with their fangs they grimace  

 

This didactic poem is aimed at teaching morals, that is, how discrimination in favour of an animal may relegate a human to an inferior
status. This continues to be the case when the human imitates the subordination of the dog by undressing, thereby showing vulnerability
and meekness. It is unclear whether the humiliation suffered by the pauper is at the hands of people who “bark” at him (and is thus a
zoomorphic reference, that is humans showing animal qualities on account of their irascible reaction),  or whether the contempt of the
pecunious man is projected by the dog. If even the dog expresses dislike for him, it underlines al-Maʿarrī’s contention that everything on
Earth does in reality disdain the pauper, thus neatly referring back to the initial point outlining the unremitting plight of the indigent.  

Nevertheless, there is an expectation created by the poet that the pauper in reality is superior to the dog, but this may be a false
equivalence for the Sufi. For those suffering social disdain this may be a reasonable expectation, which is perhaps why the poem appealed
to its Jewish amanuensis. We may here question whether a human has the right to believe that he is superior to the dog or indeed any
animal? A narration by Muʿādh b. Anas al-Juhanī (d.c. 699–704? CE) sheds some light on this. He passed by some people who were sitting
on their mounts, the Prophet Muḥammad encouraged them to sit upon them graciously (salimatan), and disembark them graciously, and
for them not to take them as seats to converse in the streets and the markets. The reason for this was stated by him thus:

فرب مركوبة خیر من راكبھا وأكثر ذكرا ] تبارك وتعالى منھ

“As the one mounted may be better than its rider and more copious in the dhikr (remembrance) of God (Blessed and Exalted) than
him".  This highlights the tension between philosophically considering points exclusively rationally, as captured by al-Maʿarrī, which may
have been embraced in the intended spirit by the Jewish copyist. It also allows us to consider the strong currents of Islamic and Jewish
Sufi mysticism, which afford us an alternative perspective and in which it is not unequivocal that one may deem himself better than a dog.
An aphorism which resonates with this is stated by the renowned Sufi, Aḥmad Ibn Muḥammad ʿAṭāullah al-Sakandarī (d. 1309 CE):
“whoever [من] regards himself as being humble, he is assuredly arrogant".  This is why Ṭayfūr b. Isā al-Bisṭāmī (d. 875 CE) said in his
commentary on this point: “whoever [من] believes that there is someone in creation worse than himself, then he is deemed to be
arrogant”; he was asked at one point how may someone then be considered to be humble, to which he replied: “When he does not see for
himself either status, or an elevated spiritual state".  While the thrust of the above prophetic tradition seems to grant non-human
animals the opportunity to spiritually outdo their human counterparts, it is acknowledged that this is not the general understanding in
Islamic theology. The same point may be iterated for the aphorism and its explanation. However, the conceptualisation of animals in
Islamic thought as being ontologically superior was definitely influenced by Sufi thought. Often times, the superiority of animals was not
expressed absolutely, but was premised on them being better than certain individuals. Mālik b. Dinār would often sit upon rubbish heaps
with dogs, clarifying: “They are better than evil companions”.

Therefore, when contextualised such poetry grants to us a vantage point from which to consider such compositions and their ostensibly
varied reception among different groups within the Islamicate milieu: applied to the above example, it is at once sympathising with the
pauper’s emotion critically as well as uncovering his deficiencies from an alternative, albeit mystical, angle. 
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